Proposed Landscape for Gulab Bagh

**Location, Access and Surrounding Land use**

- Commercial Area
- Commercial Area
- Commercial Area

**Existing View**

- Park location - in front of Sigra Thana
- Area - 2006 sqm
**Features of the proposal:**

- Event plaza for
  - Social interaction
  - Flower show
  - Art competitions
  - Rose product programs
  - ITHAR shows

- Rose cuttings nursery
- Adequate garbage bins
- Public convenience
- External Viewing gallery
- Knowledge zone
- Rain water harvesting

---

**Existing site plan:**

- Pathway
- Lawn
- Public convince
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Concept – **Gulab bagh**

- Preserve the original identity of the park
- Provide sensory garden for the physically challenged kids

- Entry plaza
- Event plaza
- Public Convenience
- Rose pattern iron grill
- Varied Rose garden
- Geometric pattern under OHT
- Information board of Roses
- Existing statue
- Area to sell rose cuttings
Gulab Bagh

Zone 1: Events Plaza

Crazy pattern paving in plaza

ITHAR

Painting

Rose product
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Zone 2: Rose garden and plant cuttings selling spot.
Geometric paving pattern below OHT

Pathway paving pattern

Zone 3: Knowledge zone
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